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GRENFELL TOWER PUBLIC INQUIRY

WITNESS STATEMENT OF ALISON BURICE

I, ALISON BURKE, will say as follows:-

1. I make this statement about the events of l4" June 2017 for the purpose of Phase 1 of

the Grenfell Tower Public Inquiry. I wish to make a further statement as part of Phase

2 of the Inquiry.

2. I have also made a statement to the Police. I do not consent to my police statement

being disclosed to the Inquiry for use in evidence.

Background 

3. My date of birth is

4. 1 have been employed as an Emergency Service Officer for 12 years. I currently work

in the Before I worked in the Emergency Services, I

worked as a Prison Officer for five years.

5. 1 came to live in the Lancaster West Estate with my family when I was two years old.

For a couple of months when we first moved to the Estate, we lived in Grenfell

Tower. We then moved to the 500 numbers in Barandon Walk, and have lived there

ever since, so for over 40 years. My family are the original tenants of the flat we live

in. I have therefore lived on the Lancaster West Estate for most of my life.
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6. I live with my mum, Hazel Burke, my dad, Reginald Burke, my older brother, Elvis

Burke, and my son, who is now nine years old. My older brother

however, is in the process of moving out. He has been living in temporary

accommodation in a hotel since the night of the Grenfell Tower fire.

7. Lancaster West Estate is very community based. My mum was an original member of

the

Because

she is such an active member of the community, most people on the Estate know her,

and they know us as "Hazel's children". Lancaster West Estate is very like that: you

always know your neighbours and your neighbours' kids and everyone looks for each

other. I remember growing up here as a child that we would freely play outside with

each other and feel safe.

8. I used to go inside Grenfell Tower quite frequently, even when I lived in the walks. I

used to take my son to the boxing club at the bottom of the Tower, and my friend ran

the nursery at the bottom of the tower so I would go and see her. I have not been into

the residential part of the Tower for a few years now, however.

9. Over the years, we had witnessed the odd "chip fat" fire in the Tower. I've probably

seen between three to five fires, but I'm sure lots more happened that I never even

knew about. These fires always had stayed contained and did not spread. We would

go outside and watch these and try and help — it's a nosy community! - but those fires

were very different in nature to the fire that happened on 14 June.

14 June

10. I went to sleep on the Tuesday night, 13th June, quite early at about 9pm or 9.30pm. I

share a bedroom with my son. My bedroom is on the first (upper) floor of our split

level flat.

1 1. I was awoken by horrific screams. Living on a council estate, I am used to noise, for

example people playing music, having parties and people screeching. However, this

was horrific piercing screams. I went to look outside my bedroom window (which

faces Testerton Walk) and recognised my neighbour's kid running across the grass in
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front of my window towards the Tower and towards where the horrible screams were

coming from. At this point, I had no idea what time it was, but I did think that I had

been asleep for quite a long time.

12. I ran downstairs and went to the balcony which is outside our sitting room on the

ground floor. The balcony also looks out onto Testerton Walk. I looked right, towards

where I had seen my neighbour's kid running. It was at this point that I saw the fire in

the Tower. As I looked square onto the Tower, I could see the fire on the right hand

side. It seemed like the fire started about on third up from the ground. At this stage, it

did not look massive — the fire was reaching up and looked as though it was covering

about two to three floors. It looked as though the flames were going upwards.

13. When I first looked at the Tower, I remember thinking that there were lots of lights

on. I think that this was because it was the month of Ramadan. The community within

the Tower had changed over recent years and a lot of the residents are Muslim now.

14. At this point, I went back inside, chucked some clothes on and grabbed the house

phone which is portable. I also looked at the clock which is in the sitting room and

saw that it said 1.30am. I ran outside the flat and went outside onto the ramp which

leads from Whitchurch Road into Barandon Walk. I was standing on the ramp, facing

the Tower. At this time of year, there are lots of trees on the green between the ramp

and the Tower, so they did obscure my vision of the Tower.

15. When I was looking at the fire, I thought 'this is big'. I did not understand why the

fire was going up in the way that it was. I still thought that it could be controlled and

that everything would be fine. I remember thinking how odd it was that I had not been

woken up by any sirens, but had been woken up instead by the screams.

16. I telephoned 999. They asked what service and I told them 'fire'. I was put through to

a male operator. I said 'are you aware of a fire in Grenfell Tower?' He said 'yes, we

have received calls'. I said 'where is the fire service?' He said 'they have put

themselves on the scene — they should be there'. I said 'I cannot see anyone — and I

think you are going to need more'. I said this because I could still not hear or see any

fire engines at that point so I knew that there could not be very many even if there
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were some there. I told the operator that I was a off duty Officer He asked me for

advice and I said 'it doesn't matter how many you have sent — you need to send

everything you've got, including ambulances, the police and the fire brigade'. I think

the phone call in total was about three minutes — although it felt longer than that.

17. As I was on the telephone, I started to hear sirens coming so we terminated the phone

call. By now, the fire had grown. Whereas when I had first seen it, it seemed to reach

up about two to three floors, it was now reaching up to about eight floors. The fire

was growing so quickly, I felt that it was spiralling out of control in a short space of

time. I could see at this stage that there were not enough resources in the form of

police or fire present at the scene. I could hear units coming but I feared for the people

still inside the Tower. Many lights were on and I could see televisions in a few of the

flat windows on the side of the Tower that I was looking at. I believed that there were

people inside the Tower unaware of the fire on one side. Many flats in the lower down

levels were in darkness, which made me assume that those residents may have been

asleep or not at home. I knew that this was a major incident in the making and more

assistance from emergency services would be required. I recall feeling panic and

terror inside, and my gut instinct was telling me to fear the worst.

18. I remained standing on the ramp. I was right next to Whitchurch Road. As I was

standing there, I saw about three or four fire engines come down into Whitchurch

Road from Bramley Road, however it took each of them a very long time (about 15

minutes in total) to make this turn because there were gas works on that corner of

Whitchurch Road and Bramley Road which obstructed the turn. We had actually

previously complained to the council about these gas works.

19. When the fire engines did eventually turn into Whitchurch Road, there was parking on

both sides. This meant that when they came to turn the corner in Whitchurch Road

just next to the ramp I was standing on in order to turn left into Grenfell Road, then

they could not make this turn. Some fire fighters got out of their fire engines to see

how they were going to get through, but realised that it was going to be possible.

Because they could not turn, each one then had to reverse back along Whitchurch

Road and onto Bramley Road.
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20. Later, I understood that the fire engines that had got through to Grenfell Road had

gone down Bomore Road.

21. After some time standing outside on the ramp, I went back inside to my flat to check

on my family. I woke up my mum who just beginning to wake up. She went outside

to the balcony to look at what was going on. I checked on my son who was fast asleep

in our bedroom upstairs. I noticed that my brother, who had been asleep in bed when I

went outside to make the 999 call, was out of his bed. I started to panic about where

he was.

22. At this point, I walked through Barandon Walk and went down the staircase from

Barandon Walk that leads out onto Grenfell Road. I then ran down Grenfell Road

towards the Tower. I stood next to the green on Grenfell Road next to where it says

'Electricity Sub Station' on the map I have been shown (marked on Exhibit AB/1).

This was approximately 20 minutes after I had made the 999 call, so just before 2am.

I was close to the Tower.

23. At this time, there were approximately five fire engines all backed up at the top of

Grenfell Road, next to the Tower. Some of these fire engines have got underneath

where Barandon Walk and Grenfell Walk meet.

24. I could still hear the piercing screams. Standing on the green where I was were some

people who had self-evacuated from the Tower. This included elderly people, kids

and families, all in their nightwear. They were lying down, sitting down and crying. I

was going up to people, particularly if they seemed like they were on their own, and

trying to comfort them. A lot of people seemed like they were in shock and quite

dazed and in shock. People were coughing.

25. The fire had spread by this time. It had gone straight up on one complete side of the

building. I would estimate at this time it was reaching up about 16 floors from where

it had started. I could see from where I was standing where the fire had started, about

the 3rd or zitir floor, because there is no fire from this point down — it was all going up.
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26. I have seen a lot of fires in my time, both as an Emergency Service Officer and a

Prison Officer. For example, I recall the Lakanal House fire in South London a few

years ago. At the time that was one of the worst fires in London. However, this fire

was completely different. It was not just that it was spreading at a rapid pace, but it

also seemed to be sparking, like fireworks. The colours of the fire were blue, orange,

red and then with sparks of blue.

27. From where I was standing, I could hear a crackling noise. I could also see that the

fire seemed to be behind the cladding, sort of between the exterior and the interior

wall. It looked like it was going up a chimney. You could see that it was sparking, and

there were bits flying around in the air like you'd see in a sparkler. Little bits of

material from the Tower were flying down. You could hear windows smashing.

28. From where I was standing on the green, I could see the fire fighters getting

everything ready and doing prep. I saw a fire engine that was right underneath the

Tower putting a ladder up to the Tower, but the ladder looked like Lego next to the

Tower. The ladder only seemed to just reach the lowest bit of the Tower where the

fire had started, but by this time the fire had spread up many, many floors above

where the ladder was able to reach. Seeing this, I thought that they just did not have

the equipment necessary to deal with this.

29. More and more people are coming out of the Tower every minute. I noticed that there

was quite a large group (about eight) Muslim men standing in traditional dress. I

thought at the time that it looked as though they may have just come back from

mosque, because it was Ramadan at the time. They looked as though they had been

there even before the London Fire Brigade because they were already looking so

dishevelled in their white traditional dress. They looked as though they had been there

for a long time helping people because they were hot and sweaty as if they had

already been inside the Tower. I could see that they were going into the Tower and

bringing people out. They were also assisting survivors who had managed to escape.

The men were self-directing each other. They were also shouting up at the people

inside, who we could see standing at the windows inside the Tower, shouting at them

to get out. Some of the men were on their mobile phones speaking in English and

Arabic; I knew that they were asking for help. I could hear their panicked
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conversations. I remember hearing Allah's name. From the looks on their faces, they

were as terrified for the people inside as I was.

30. I would describe these Muslim men as real life super heroes. From eight, they seemed

to increase in number to about 20. They were helping people to evacuate. At one

point, they seemed to disappear for a little while and then came back with what

looked like supermarket crates full of water, blankets and prayer mats. They started

giving water out to all the fire officers and police officers. They put prayer mats down

on Bomore Road at one point and starting praying in front of the burning Tower.

31. Whilst they brought prayer mats, blankets and water, the authorities didn't seem to be

bringing anything.

32. The fire had mainly been travelling upwards but at about this point, I noticed that the

fire started wrapping itself around the building. This would have been just past 2am. It

was spreading from the corner closest to Grenfell Road towards Kensington Aldridge

Academy and around towards Latimer Road Station. I presume the direction was to

do with the way the breeze was blowing.

33. The fire continued to spread. More and more people started turning up on Grenfell

Road. I saw so many people on their mobile phones talking to people who were inside

the building. They were saying "my friend is in there" or "my wife is in there" and

asking what they should do. I was getting into conversations with the people who

were talking to loved ones inside the tower: they told me that the people inside had

been told to stay inside. I could see that the fire had nearly spread onto one complete

side of the building by now and I just didn't think that people should be staying

inside. When I was speaking to the people who were on their mobile phones and

asking for help, I was telling people "do not stay inside" and they were passing that

message onto the person they were speaking to on the phone saying "there is a lady

here who says you should try and get out".

34. At various points, I saw teams of the London Fire Brigade going into the Tower and

then coming out. They would congregate on the green, or be sitting on Grenfell Road.

They looked thoroughly exhausted; like they had been to hell and back. You could tell
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by the expressions on their faces — it was real terror, a fear that they had to face by

going in the building. I could never do what they had to do that night. I am in disbelief

at what they had to do. We had no idea of the commands they were being given but

then would see another team going in.

35. One thing that I found amazing is that during the whole night I did not hear any fire

alarms coming from inside the Tower. I don't know that they weren't going off inside,

but I couldn't hear any. If I do so much as bum an egg in my kitchen, my fire alarm

goes off immediately. I am always hearing my neighbours' alarms on Barandon Walk

go off, but I didn't hear any coming from the Tower for the whole night.

36. There are still people on their mobile phones to their relatives and friends inside. I

was standing next to a family friend, Phoebe, and Phoebe's daughter. Phoebe's

daughter was on the phone to a girl on an upper floor who I think was called

was saying that she was in the flat with her mum but that her mum was too

scared and the girl could not leave her mum alone. I remember her saying that the Fire

Brigade are saying that they are coming and that they were still being told to stay

inside. 's mum was a home helper and she was

's mum used

to come to the house two times a day during that period for a period of about three

months. I realised that I knew 's mum when we were standing outside and

Phoebe was on the phone to

37. I used to see 's mum around the Estate. We would say 'hello' to each other if we

saw each other, but not necessarily stop and talk. Phoebe told us that had said 'I

can't leave my mum' when Phoebe had told her to get out. then said 'goodbye'

on the phone and the line went silent. My family and I were distraught knowing at this

point that it was likely that mother and daughter had both lost their lives in the fire.

38. All this time, I am still not sure where my brother is. For a good hour, I could not find

him. I was asking people 'have you seen my brother?' My brother is well known in

the area, so there were lots of people I could ask. People kept saying they had not seen

him and this set me into a real panic. I was sure that he would have made his way to
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the Tower to assist people. At about 2.30am, someone finally told me that they had

seen him.

39. At around this time, the police had arrived and were now putting in a cordon next to

the green so that people cannot move closer to the Tower. I remember that the Muslim

men I mentioned earlier were pushed behind the police cordon. The men appeared

angry because I could see that they wanted to help more and some were determined to

go back inside and help rescue others, but they were held back by the police along

with the all of us who had gathered around Grenfell Road or on the green near the

new Sports Centre.

40. At this point, I ran back to my flat, again to check on my family. My mum and dad

had stayed in the flat and were watching it all unfold on Sky News. I had a realisation

then that this was really bad as it had made the headlines. Luckily my son was still

asleep.

41 After several minutes, I went outside back to the ramp coming out of Barandon Walk

towards Testerton Walk. I saw that people are evacuating themselves from the lower

numbers (i.e. the flats closest to the tower) of Barandon Walk and Testerton Walk. I

think this was because people are worried about the sparks that were coming off the

Tower. There was no police or fire cordon in this area. People were so concerned in

their flats due to the proximity to the fire that they chose to leave. They had no

instruction from emergency services; it was instinctive.

42. Members of the London Fire Brigade came onto the grass on foot and were asking

people if there was access from the grass up to the Tower. We told them that there

was; you can follow the staircase along the grass and there is a staircase up from the

grass up to the Tower. It was clear that the firefighters did not know the area or the

layout of the Estate very well.

43. The fire had spread even further at this point.

44. From the grass you could see the faces of the people in the windows, even 16 floors

up. I could see someone approximately 20 floors up at her window. She was
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screaming for help, "please, please help, I have my babies in here". There was nothing

that I could do. I couldn't believe what I was say but there wasn't anything I could do

to help her.

45. I also remember seeing a man about two floors below her. He had his hand out

holding his iPhone with the light on. It was as if he was trying to show the people

outside that he was there. I think this may have been because at this point there was an

"India 99" (a police helicopter) up in the sky. I think people assumed that they were

there to rescue people. However, I knew that the police don't have rescue capabilities.

From my knowledge of police helicopters, I think they were filming the incident in

order to survey it and see how it was developing - I think they have the ability to

project those images onto screens for the London Fire Brigade.

46. I eventually saw my brother myself at about 2.45am. I breathed a massive sigh of

relief. I later found out that, whilst I was on the ramp making the 999 call, he had

gone right through Barandon Walk and up a staircase around the 300-400s that leads

up to Grenfell Walk, just below the Tower. He had seen people coming out of the

Tower and begging for help. He was in complete shock when I saw him — he had seen

some horrific views from where he was standing.

47. There are about 50-100 people on the grass. I noticed that there were quite a few kids

outside on the grass just watching the fire. I was thinking that this is one of the most

devastating things I had ever witnessed and was therefore concerned that there were

children witnessing this. I walked up to the parents of about 6-7 very young kids and

said 'your child should not be watching this'. They were between 3 to 6 years old. I

asked them if I could take their kids and put them in my house. I walked them up the

ramp and into my flat and put them in my bedroom with the TV on. My son had

woken up by this point and I asked him to look after the children for me.

Unfortunately I couldn't fit everyone into my flat.

48. People around me on the grass were crying and praying. You could still see people on

the upper floors; you could still see them for quite a while. I remember at about 3am

seeing someone standing in the window of an upper floor, but the next moment they

were gone and you didn't know what had happened to them. From 3am onwards, big
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A4 size sheets of material started to fall to the ground. It felt like we were in

Armageddon or WW2.

49. At this point, all the screams and the crackling had all turned to silence. You still had

the roaring fire; but the screams were gone and the crackling from before was gone.

All you could hear at this point was the flames and the helicopter: I remember

thinking why don't we have a water helicopter? I know that in some parts of Europe

and California you can get a helicopter that drops water on fires.

50. Two male police officers came and came out on the ramp and told us that the rest of

Barandon Walk, including the 500 numbers, was going to be evacuated. This was at

about 3am/3.15am. I went up to the police officers and told them that I was an off

duty police officer. They said they didn't know why but they had been told to

evacuate Barandon Walk — apparently they weren't sure about the structure of the

Tower at that time and there was something about the way that it was tilting or

leaning. I had to go and get my son and the six to seven other kids and bring them

outside.

51. I also helped the police officers knock on doors because I knew where the vulnerable

people in Barandon Walk lived. There was a lady called Laila. There is also my

dad, who is aged My parents were actually the

last people to leave Barandon Walk — they refused to go at first. We were telling

people to take what they had on: people were wearing just their pyjamas, slippers and

had thrown on a coat.

52. After everyone had been evacuated, the police placed a cordon on the ramp to stop

people going in.

53. We were all standing on Whitchurch Street. Everyone was standing outside in shock,

including me, and lots of people were crying. There was so much smoke: for some

reason, it was going from the Tower and under Testerton Walk and billowing out at

Whitchurch Road. There are some private garages under Testerton Walk so it seemed

to be going through those. It was enough smoke for people to be coughing: I was

definitely coughing.
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54. After we had been standing there for a bit, I said we cannot have all these people

standing here like this. I phoned someone from St Clement's Church on Whitchurch

Road, which is Within minutes, someone, a volunteer from the

church, had opened up the church for us. They set up tables in the church and were

serving us tea and coffee. Members of the Muslim community brought us blankets,

which were brand new because they had labels on them, and we had some water and

food.

55. They weren't allowing people to go back to get anything, including clothes or even

medication. which I had to beg an officer on the

night to let me in quickly to grab. Even as a police officer, I was escorted in to get it.

56. We stayed in the church until Sam or 6am. I was due to go to work that day. At 6am, I

remember I called work and spoke to my supervisor — I said 'have you heard about

the fire?' and he said yes, and that he was telling police units from all over London to

get there. I told him that I was a resident. It was at that point I felt like I was a victim.

I was standing there in my night clothes and a coat and that was all I had; I felt like a

misfit. I had my mobile phone, but I didn't even have the keys to my flat or my car so

we couldn't even drive away. All we had was what was on our backs.

57. On the day of the fire, we did not see anyone from the local authority until 6am or

7am. They were wearing yellow tabards and had clipboards and they were taking

down everyone's names and details; but the church had already done that! They said

they were trying to assess vulnerability, but was just

sitting there in the chair. And there were so many worse than

lady.

58. My son was supposed to go to school that day. He was in his pyjamas. A member of

staff from his primary school came into the church and said if you want to bring him

into school just so he can get away from it all then you can so I said yes so that we

could offload him for a little while to give me a clear mind. My son ended up going to

school that day in his pyjamas, but by the time he came home he was in a full school

tracksuit which was great.
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59. We spent the whole of the 14th June in the Church. They fed us there. I remember

various charities came, and there were even delivery vans from M&S and Primark. A

local chef came down and was making stuff in the courtyard of the church for us. I

think Boots brought some toiletries. There was a big pile of clothes that we could go

through: it felt like we were refugees. We realised then that we were victims.

60. On the evening of the 14th June, we went over to my friend's in Hurstway Walk.

Hurstway Walk was not evacuated. We stayed there overnight on the 14th June. On

the morning of the 15th June, we got up and went back to the church.

61. In the evening of the 15th June, about 48 hours later, they starting letting people go

back to get their stuff. On the 15th June, we stayed again on the floor of my friend's

house in Hurstway Walk. The local authority did offer my mum and dad a place to

stay overnight in Sion Manning School and they arranged for people

to be taken there. However, when my mum and dad went there and saw the

beds they were offering — camp beds — they came straight back to stay on the floor at

my friend's.

62. On the 16th June, we were allowed to go back home.

Evacuation plan

63. After my son was born, I trained as an emergency planner with the Metropolitan

Police. I was doing this for about five years. I therefore know what an emergency plan

should be; but there didn't seem to be anything like that in place on the night. It did

not feel like anyone was coming in and stepping in and helping us. Instead, we all just

putting our hands together and helping out — I am not sure what would have happened

without the local people stepping in. As far as I am aware the Harrow Club, the

Rugby Club, Latymer Church and St Clement's Church were all opened up by

themselves. I do think the police requested that the Sports Centre open up.

64. In the 40 or so years that I have lived on the Estate, this was the first night that we had

been evacuated. As I mentioned earlier, I have seen fires and people jumping before,
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but we have never had to evacuate the Tower. As far as I am aware, there was no

evacuation plan or even a meeting point in place.

People I knew who died in the Tower

65. I did know a lot of people that died on the night of the fire, but most people I knew

only by face as a result of seeing them around the Estate and just saying 'hello' and

smiling at them.

66. I found out most of these people had died from seeing photographs of the missing. On

the morning of the fire, members of the community and family and friends started

posting posters of the missing around the area. These posters were around my local

church, St Clement's, and on Walmer Road. When I saw them on the morning of the

fire, all these people were presumed missing. I spent the day staring and crying at

photos of loved ones. I recognised many of their faces, and recalled seeing some of

them trapped in their flats in the Tower during the night crying out for help, saying

that they were trapped. I also recall conversations I overheard of people on their

mobiles at the cordons during the fire talking to people who were trapped within. I

recall many stating "They're trapped. The Fire Brigade has told them to stay put as

help is coming" and "smoke is inside their property and they are scared". As I saw the

faces of the missing, I pondered whether these people were the faces on the posters

adorning our streets. When we saw the photographs, I cried, my family cried, many

residents and neighbours cried. These faces were first seen here on the street, not on

the news; it was local people canvassing for their loved ones.

67. TV crews were present looking for stories and many asked me to speak on air live

from the UK to all over the world, but quite frankly this angered me; I was still

standing in the clothes I was evacuated in, in shock, and we were surrounded by the

world news.

68. As described earlier in this statement, I knew 's mum, who we were on the

phone to outside the Tower. I saw and her mother's photos on the street,

although we had already known it was likely that they had lost their lives because, as

explained earlier in this statement, my friend had been on the phone to on the

night.
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69. One other person who died that I did know quite well was Steve Power. He was in his

late 50s and had been living in the Tower for the last 20 years. He was well known on

the Estate and is part of my brother's group of friends: he would hang out on the

Estate with my brother, so they are both quite well known, although they were both in

their 50s so we more active 10-20 years ago. He was a friend of my family and my

brother's friend. He was very friendly and well liked. I was not that close to him

personally but I would see him around. For example, I would see him in the local

newsagents quite regularly. He was always around when I was growing up.

70. Unfortunately, we later found out that he did not make it. Apparently he got at least

half way out and then went back for his dogs. On the night, there were a lot of people

trying to call him and some did manage to speak to him so we thought that he was ok:

however we didn't know at that point that he had gone back for his dogs. We had all

hoped that he was in hospital and his family did hospital checks for him, however

about 24 hours after the fire, word got round that he hadn't made it.

71. I also knew Steve's niece well, Natasha. She lived on a lower floor than Steve and

was a year younger than me at She survived the fire

and had a "good news story". Natasha called the London Fire Brigade and they were

telling people to stay in their flats and put wet blankets under doors and to shut

windows, but apparently smoke was still getting in. So, she turned on all the taps and

ended up flooding her flat. This meant the flat was kept damp and meant that herself,

her boyfriend and child were rescued.

Refurbishments

72. There were refurbishments that took place to the Tower at least a year before the fire.

As part of this, there were some changes that people liked, such as aesthetic changes

like new windows and the new cladding. People also had new boilers put into their

individual flats, which had not been the case previously as it had been regulated: their

hot water previously came from a big generated boiler at the base of the Tower (in

fact everyone on in the Walks were served by this boiler too, which I think is why no

one had any hot water for a while after the fire).
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73. However, there were also some changes during the refurbishments that people didn't

like, my mother attended

meetings prior to the fire and she witnessed meetings attended by Heads of TMO

where residents of the Tower expressed concerns about the refurbishments of the

Tower prior to the start of the works and after the refurbishments were completed. I

recall a paper written and published by a resident named Eddie. He was well clued up

and he predicted that a fire on the new refurbished Tower would be lethal.

74. My mother was a and she would speak

up for residents on the estate. She fought hard with Kensington & Chelsea in 1974,

when I was just a baby, to secure property on the estate for her family. My mother

came home from the meetings she attended and expressed the concerns of residents

who wanted better windows, fire safety, security and working lifts. However, the

TMO pushed instead to have new boiler systems inside the properties and cladding on

the exterior. Residents felt that this was only for design, so the tower would look

better for the wealthier residents in the area and blend in better with the new Aldridge

Academy School built alongside the refurbishments. Residents didn't want the school

(Aldridge Academy) to be built either; they felt it was too close and crowd the area

even more than it was already. I was advised by my mother after she had attended

meetings that the residents were told that the land was Kensington & Chelsea's land

and it would be cheaper to build the school right next to the Tower.

75. I would say that all of these decisions, along with the narrow roads leading to the

tower, hindered the emergency services on the night of the fire.

76. I remember in meetings that my mother attended she told me that people from the

Tower had complained about exposed gas pipes running down the staircase. These

pipes had little tags on them which said 'hazard — gas', and we had them in the

corridors of the Walks too. Residents had complained about why these pipes had been

left exposed when they were clearly marked as a hazard.

77. I used to play a lot in the Tower as a child as my friends lived inside. We would run

up and down the stairs. I remember that on each landing near the stairs on each floor

there was a rubbish chute cupboard, and next to this were glass fire hydrants on each
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floor. These fire hydrants had keys to open them, and the fire fighters could put their

hose in these and pump water. As far as I am aware, I don't know whether these

hydrants still exisit as part of the refurbishments that took place.

78. I am aware that there was signage in the tower telling people what to do in the event

of a fire; however as far as I am aware I think this related to the old tower block rather

than the tower block post refurbishment.

79. My mum has been on the and she has attended

every single meeting since 1980-something. She has told me about the fears that

people had and the fear they experienced about the development work. They did not

ask for the cladding. They asked for new windows and some new internal stuff, but it

was decided that the money would be used for aesthetics. They had £10 million to do

it up. The areas of concerns for the residents were things like security, safety, lighting

and lifts. I know that residents brought up their fear about fires in these meetings. A

resident called Eddie wrote a paper addressed to the TMO six months before the fire

outlining his concerns about a lack of fire safety and that there was no sprinkler

system in the Tower. A lot of people expressed their fears and my mum is a witness to

that.

80. It is really disappointing to me that as a resident who has lived here for 40 years and

grown up in the Estate, it seems like we were ignored.

81. Prior to the refurbishments, as I have said, I had seen many fires which would "char"

the building, but they would not have spread. These were amazing people that died in

a flat that had just had £8 million spent on it (I don't know what happened to the

surplus £2 million that they didn't spend of the £10 million total).

Aftermath

82. The worst part is the trauma that has been left behind.

83. My son also has problems sleeping now. When I am on a night shift, he won't sleep

on his own in our bedroom, he has to sleep downstairs. All of a sudden, he is scared

of the dark. He doesn't like to talk about the fire. St Clement's Primary School was
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one of the only primary schools that didn't lose someone, but they have put on

therapy for the kids.

84. My brother was offered a place at a hotel because he said he couldn't stay here and

has been at the hotel ever since

85.

No one in my family looks at the Tower anymore.

However, I don't like staying here.

86. After the fire, I had a horrible cough that I did not recognise until a day or two

afterwards. I thought that I had inhaled smoke or materials, but my GP has said that

unless I had actually been in the Tower then my cough was not smoke related. She

said that it is stress and anxiety related. They did not do any tests or anything. When I

get stressed and anxious I still get a cough. I still get really stressed.

87. I spend a lot of time now staying at my partner's who lives away from the area. I have

problems sleeping now, and so does my son. I have been diagnosed with PTSD and

anxiety. I have had access to counselling through Occupational Health at my work. I

have been enrolled in Cognitive Behaviour Therapy with 'Time To Talk' at St

Charles Hospital. This finished 3 weeks ago.

88. 1 think some of the anxiety I have is related to the fact that as a first responder, you

have no idea what you are going to. I have been a first responder in my career

previously and have enjoyed it. However at the fire, I felt so useless. Normally in my

role, I have some element of control; but on the night, I was in my nightie and my

jacket and I
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just felt like I had no control. I felt powerless. I will never forget that day. It is

ingrained in me.

89. I attend the monthly silent marches on the le of each month. I have attended

funerals and three memorials for those that died.

90. The Estate is not the same —

Before it was a really lovely vibrant estate.

It was colourful, there was so much music around. Now, it is so quiet. A lot of people

who were evacuated just never came back. The whole atmosphere of the place has

changed — it is lost its spark. The community spirit is still there, but the heart of the

place is not the same.

91. I will always praise the work that the London Fire Brigade did on that night, as well

as the police officers who were in uniform. They were being given instructions,

seeing things and doing things that they would have been scared to do. I was told that

the police officers that night were given "level 2" police shields to go underneath the

Tower and shield the fire fighters from the sparks flying off the building as they

approached the Tower. I cannot imagine being told to do that. I could tell there were

police officers from all over that came here because I could recognise the location

from the letter on their uniforms: for example, RR from Haringey; ZD from Croydon;

XB from Ealing. They were here from all over London.

92. I do feel however that we were let down by the Local Authority in the days and weeks

after. We did not have hot water in our flat for one month after the fire.

93. I have a lot more to say on the impact that this fire has had on me. I don't wish to at

this stage go into detail about this. I have more to say on the aftermath of the fire and

the council. I understand that this will be dealt with in Phase 2 of the Inquiry.

94. The fire was totally avoidable. It was unnecessary: they chose to spend money on

things that suited them rather than fire security. All these people have been taken

away. Someone has to be held responsible for making the decisions they did. A
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simple kitchen fire in a flat in one of the richest boroughs in London, should not take

the lives of 72 innocent people. There appears to be a lack of care for this community,

lives have been stolen, families have been torn apart, someone made bad decisions for

the residents of the tower and someone had to be responsible for signing off these

refurbishments and should be held responsible and accountable for our loss. We are a

broken community who are still suffering from Kensington & Chelsea Borough

decisions. This is a hard working community, we pull together, people here I've

known all my life, so I want justice for them.

Statement of truth

I believe that the facts stated in this statement are true.

I am willing for this statement to form part of the evidence before the Inquiry and to be

published on the Inquiry's website.

Signed:

Dated:
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Witness Statement of: Alison Burke

No. of statement: 1

GRENFELL TOWER PUBLIC INQUIRY

WITNESS STATEMENT OF ALISON BURKE
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Signed:
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